TOILET PAPER ROLL SEAL

Directions:
1. Color your TP roll gray or brown
2. Color the hindflipper cut outs gray or brown
3. Cut out the hindflippers, eyes, nose, whiskers, and foreflipper pattern
4. Trace the foreflipper pattern on each side of the roll
5. Cut and fold as shown here.
6. Cut four slits in the top front and bend like this:
7. Tape one eye on the left and right tab
8. Tape nose on middle tab
9. Tape whiskers behind the nose

Materials:
Toilet Paper Roll
Gray or brown crayon
Scissors
Tape

Hindflippers (Back Flippers)
Eyes
Nose
Whiskers
Foreflipper Pattern
Cut into strips

Cut out this pattern and trace onto each side of the TP roll. Cut out the designated lines and fold forward.